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Abstract: Most devices in our world produce excessive heat while providing entertainment, transportation, comfort, etc. Heat transfer design is essential to ensure reliability of working components of nearly all these complex devices. Every problem presents its own challenges and constraints and hence design of the cooling system requires careful consideration in the design process. Each problem has a unique optimized solution based on the given constraints. In this talk, three examples will be presented. First problem will focus on cooling power electronics module for a hybrid electric vehicle where the constraints are based on available engine coolant and the size and complexity of the electronic packaging. Second problem will focus on design of a heat exchanger for a thermoelectric generator that harvests waste heat from the tail pipe of a car. Constraints include space, coolant flow, and manufacturing issues. Finally, cooling of gas turbine blades is a complex heat transfer problem. It involved several mechanisms. We will focus on one design problem involving optimizing a new tripod hole design for film cooling of turbine blades. Results will show unique solutions that we arrived at with our design process that involves both CFD and experiments.
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